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Introduction

 The Covid-19 pandemic affected:

✓ introduction of mandatory quarantine,

✓ maintaining physical distance, 

✓ restricting people 's travel and

✓ restriction of transport of goods

 The Covid-19 pandemic has led to:

✓ historical changes in the norms of society, 

✓ changes in the way people communicate,

✓ behavioral changes in everyday life 
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 The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted:

✓ educational institutions, 

✓ economic entities and

✓ government institutions
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 The sequence of events in China in the first 9 months of 2020 caused by 
the Covid pandemic - 19:

✓ endangered work of service activities and supply chains,

✓ need for some industrial products has been reduced,

✓ products could not be delivered to customers,

✓ limited supply of raw materials to factory,

✓ processing companies came under attack
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(Li Z-F., Zhou Q., Chen M., Liu Q. (2021) The impact of COVID-19 on industry-related 

characteristics and risk contagion. Finance Research Letters 39 (2021) 101931)



 In scientific circles and manufacturing companies solutions are 
being sought

✓ to mitigate the effects of the pandemic,

✓ To seek answer questions

➢ the COVID-19 pandemic will be a driving force for the 
development of new innovations and

➢ what long-term impact innovation and their changes will 
have during a pandemic
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THE GOAL OF THE WORK

✓ Analyze the possibilities of applying digital technologies in the 

manufacturing sector in new working conditions, 

✓ Analyze the possibilities for eliminating the consequences 

caused by the Covid-19 pandemic in the manufacturing sector
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MATERIAL AND METHODS OF WORK

✓ A detailed review of scientific publications was performed by 

reviewing the papers presented in the scientific databases 

Science Direct and Scopus, 

✓ The search was performed by the following keywords: 

Covid -19, Covid -19 - Digital Technology
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Results and Discussion

✓ The impact of the pandemic is visible in all companies regardless of their 
ownership structure, size, strength and capacity they had before the 
pandemic

✓ Change in the production program and work methodology was more 
easily accepted by companies that:

 have a more flexible approach, 

 more diverse technology and resources, 

 have specialized equipment, expertise and a larger product range
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✓ In order to mitigate or eliminate bottlenecks in the production company

 establish new forms of cooperation with partners

 competing firms complementary in the field of labor, join forces in solving problems

✓ Many companies

 give others their intellectual property,

 undertake that the intellectual property associated with COVID-19 will be available 
until the end of the pandemic or

 give free access to business-technical solutions
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✓ They are involved in making the products necessary to reduce the effects 
of the crisis

 Large manufacturing companies and 

 New small entities

➢ Educational institutions and small businesses are involved in 
problem solving and contribute to meeting the health sector 
requirements for certain products

 Advanced manufacturing techniques, such as 3D printing, are often 
used during these activities

Results and Discussion



✓ Greater acceptance of digital technologies is evident

✓ Humanity has become dependent on their application

✓ The ability to collect data is significantly increased by the application of 
mobile applications

✓ Advanced technologies are used to implement public and manufacturing 
and service enterprise policies

✓ Artificial intelligence systems are used for information management, 
information filtering and in modeling systems
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✓ COVID-19 has influenced the change in the way of work and 
activities of employees

 Industry 4.0 has enabled the introduction of new technologies that 
can facilitate these activities and mitigate the effects of COVID-19

 Research is being conducted on the development and application of 
advanced production systems that include artificial intelligence and 
robotics
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✓ The ability of companies to adapt to extreme and changing 
circumstances depends on

 production flexibility,

 increase cooperation and

 installation of advanced production technologies
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✓ The innovative approach is expected to remain after the pandemic

✓ This will affect:

 staff education,

 career development and employment opportunities,

 speed of solving global problems and

 strengthening production processes for a wider range of 
products
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✓ Factories are modernizing production lines and equipment

✓ New materials are introduced, digitalization of processes and introduction 
of integrated information systems are performed

✓ The use of digital technologies has enabled the continuation of business 
and the continuous resolution of the consequences of the pandemic

✓ Employees in companies use mobile and communication technologies, 
Internet services, artificial intelligence
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✓ Application of Industry 4.0 technologies (Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-
Physical System (CPS), Cloud Computing (CC), Bigdata can help alleviate 
problems in manufacturing, employee education, etc.)

✓ Industry 4.0 enables 

 flexibility,

 visibility,

 traceability and

 reliability of the supply system
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✓ Changing the ideological approach of the company and the installation 
of flexible and advanced production technologies have led to:

 efficient adaptation to changing circumstances and demand 
requirements,

 increase willingness to cooperate in order to solve international 
problems and

 increasing worker protection while avoiding production interruptions 
and shortening the production chain
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✓ The shift to more advanced production technologies has a lasting impact 
on society causing a change in skills needed over a career

✓ Automation has already replaced many manufacturing jobs in industries 
such as car manufacturing, while increasing the demand for skills related 
to equipment programming and maintenance

✓ Further application of flexible production equipment will require workers 
who adapt more quickly to working conditions and are able to adapt to the 
development of a wider range of products
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Conclusion

✓ The Covid-19 pandemic has caused a crisis that has affected and 
continues to affect civilization in all sectors

✓ For production, including the industrial sector, there have been problems 
that threaten business, even the survival of some companies and entire 
sectors

✓ Companies and areas of industrial production are looking for solutions 
and a way out of the crisis
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✓ The directions that the companies have decided to use are:

 innovation, 

 development of new technologies and

 application of digital technologies in the organization, planning and 
production processes, exchange of information and products

✓ The application of Industry 4.0 technologies (Internet of Things, Cyber-
Physical System, Clod Computing, Bigdata) can help alleviate production 
problems caused by a pandemic
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✓ Industry 4.0 enables flexibility, visibility, traceability and reliability of 
raw material supply systems and industrial products

✓ This approach is expected to affect staff education, career 
development and employment opportunities in the manufacturing 
sector
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Thanks for your attention


